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ABSTRACT 
Whittaker functions arise naturally in many topics in physical, biological, and 
social sciences, such as input-output situations in econometric problems, storage-con- 
sumption situations, growth-decay situations, when dealing with bilinear forms in 
random variables, and so on. An account of some of these is available in Mathai 
(1993). The matrix-variate analogue is considered in this article. A Whittaker function 
of matrix argument is defined, and several new results on this function are established 
in this paper, complementing the results given earlier by Mathai and Pederzoli (1996). 
Some of these generalize the corresponding results in the scalar variable case. 
0 1998 Elsevier Science Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
This article is a contiuation of the paper Mathai and Pederzoli (1997). For 
the notation and terminology the reader is referred to that paper or to Mathai 
(1993). All the matrices appearing here are p X p real symmetric positive 
definite unless stated otherwise. Some bivariate analogues of Whittaker 
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functions can be seen in Buschman and Gupta (1975), Exton (1976), and 
Srivastava and Karlsson (1985). 
In order to enhance the readability, the definition of the Whittaker 
function will be repeated here. We define a Whittaker function W,, P(A) of 
the matrix argument A = A’ > 0 by using the following integral representa- 
tion: For A = A’ > 0, Re( p - (Y) > ( p - 3)/4, let 
J Z_Z,>~z~~-“-(P+1)/4~~ + zla+P-(p+l)/4e-trAZdz 
= eitrAWo!,p( A). (1.1) 
For certain parameter values one can write a Whittaker function coming from 
(1.1) as a linear combination of confluent hypergeometric functions when 





X=X’>0 O<X=X’<I / X>l’ 
Hence for p > 1 a separate study of the properties of W(e) in (1.1) is 
needed. When p = 1, various properties of Whittaker and related functions 
are studied in Saxena (1964). We will establish a number of results by using 
(1.1). 
2. SOME INTEGRALS INVOLVING WHITTAKER FUNCTIONS OF 
MATRIX ARGUMENT 
THEOREM 1. For Re(v + /3> > (p - 3)/4, Re(/3 - a> > (p - 3)/4, 
x = X’ > 0, 
/ 
X~o~X~Y~~p~1~‘2e~ftrXW~,~( X) dX 
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Proof. Substitute the integral representation of W,, p(X> from (1.1) to 
obtain the following: For Re( /3 - CY> > ( p - 3)/4 the 
left side = / 










x II + Z( a+P-(P+1)/4e-trxz dzdx. 
Integrating out X by using a real matrix-variate gamma and then Z by using 
a real matrix-variate type-2 beta, and then substituting back, the result 
follows. ??
For matrix-variate gamma and beta integrals in the real case see Mathai 
(1993) or Mathai and Pederzoli (1997). 
THEOREMS. ForA=A’>O, X=X’>O, Re(p-a)>(~-3)/4, 
Re( P - a - P) > ( p - 3)/4, Re p > ( p - 1)/C 
/ 
x>;x _ zl~-(P+1)/2~x~-P-(P+l)/;‘e~“““w,,p( AX) dx 
i 
P+l 






Proof. Note that when A, B, C are p X p symmetric matrices one has 
tr( ABC) = tr( BCA) = tr(CAB) = tr( ACB). Hence from (1.1) note that 
W, s( AB) = W, ,(BA). Thus in the trace we may permute the matrices 
according to convenience. Write the integral representation for W,, s( AB) 
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from (1.1) to get the 




x>llx - zy--(p+l)/2 
n+P-(P+l)/4e-tr[(AX)Zl dx dz, 
Put Y = X - Z and integrate out X. Then for Re ,U > (p - 1)/2, 
/ 
x>IjX _ zJCL-(P+l)/2e-tr(AXZ)dx = e-trAZ~>Jyl’-(P+l)/2e-tr(AZY)dy 
=e -trAZrp( ,u)IAZ(-“. 
Now the Z-integral, denoted by h, is the following: 






x II + ZI 
(~+~/2)f(p-IL/2)-(P+1)/4e-trAZdZ 
= [Al- ~+~/2-(~+1)/4r P+l p p-ff-p+- W 
4 a+/&,2,P-IL,2W* 
Now, substituting back, the result follows. w 
Note that, in Theorem 2, if the exponent of 1 XI on the left is /3 - ( p + 
1)/d, that is, -P is replaced by fi, h t en the result will be different. In this 
case when W,, @(AX) is substituted on the left side we still have a factor 
1X12s. Thus the Y-’ Integral will be of the form 
/ 
y>o/y~P-(P+l)/2~~ + yJ2~e-WW+Y)ldy. 
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Set U = (I + Y)‘/22(Z + Y) ‘I2 for fKed Y. Then the Y-integral reduces to 
the form 
I y>o(y1d1’+1)/21Z + (1 + ~)-lyl-((~+~)"-~-~)dy 
rp, p+l - 





for Re p > ( p - 1)/2, Re( - CY - p - p) > ( p - 3)/4, evaluating it by 
using a type-2 matrix-variate beta integral. Now the U-integral can be 
interpreted in terms of a Wa+r,2 p+ p,2 (A). This result is stated as the next 
theorem. 
THEOREM 3. ForA=A’>O, X=X’>O, Rep>(p-1)/2, Re(cl! 
+ P + p) < (p - 3)/4, Re( p - a) > (p - 3)/4, 
/ 
x>l,x _ z/~-(~+l)/2~x~P~(P+1)~‘1ebt~(A~)w~,8( Ax) dx 
= IAlp2rJ p) 
rp p+l_ ( 







THEOREM 4. For 6 > 0, Re(y+P)>(p-3)/4, Re(/3-a) > (p- 
3)/4, 
P+l P+l 
= (s+ 1>- pKp+1)/4+y+Pl 
rp Y+P+~ ( 1 i r, Y-P+, 1 




X2F, ( P+l P+l -+p-~,---- 4 4 fr+P; 
P+l 6 
2 +y-%8+1z. I 
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Proof. Substitute W,, ,(X> from (1.1) to obtain the 
left side = I 
1x1 Y+B-(P+l)/4e-(6+l)tr(X) 




z,o,‘4-“+“/41~ + Zl”+P-(P+1)/4e-trXZdZdx~ 
Evaluate the X-integral by using a real matrix-variate gamma and consider 
the resulting Z-integral, denoted by h: 
h = / Iz(~--(P+~)/~~Z + ‘j’la+P-(P+1)/4 
z>o 
1 -Kp+l)/4+y+fil 
x z+ -Z 
s+1 
dZ. 
Put Z = (I - U)-1’2U(Z - U)-1’2 * dz = )I - UI-‘P+‘)dU, IzI = 
IUI II - UI-‘, )I + ZI = II - UI-‘, 0 < U < 1. Then 
h = jo<u<!Ula-“-(p+I’/4[z _ u(Y-P-(p+l)/4 
6 -Kp+l)/4+y+pl 
x z- -U 
is+1 
du. 







4 4 +r+pq- + y-ix;- 
Substituting back, the result follows. ??
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REMARK 1. If y = (Y -t 2p and 6 = 1, then in the scalar case (that is, 
when p = l), the hypergeometric function has the argument 6/(6 + 1) = i, 
which factorizes into gamma products. 
THEOREM 5. ForA=A’>O, B=B’>O, Re(yfP)>(p-3)/4, 
Re( @ - a) > (p - 3)/4, X = X’ > 0, 
/ 
K>,,IX~Y~‘P’L”ze-trAXW~,l(( BX) dX 





4 x i 1 i 1 
i 
P-t1 rp y-a+- 
2 1 
X,F, ( P+l Pfl -+p--a,- 4 4 +y+p; 
P+l 
2 
+ y - a; Z - B1”( A + +B)-‘B’/’ (2.1) 












for IICII < 1, where C = B- ‘12AB- ‘I2 - +Z and 11(*>11 denotes a norm of (a). 
A suficient condition is that 
0 < B-1/2AB-1/2 - $I < Z or 0 < +Z - B-‘/2AB-‘/2 < 1. 
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Proof. Substitute the integral representation of W,, J BX) to get the 
left side = 








+ ZJ ol+B-(P+1)/4e-tr(EXZ)dZdX. 




= A + f~) + ~Z(-‘Y+p~(p+~)/~l (2.3) 
for Re(y -t p) > ( p - 3)/4. The Z-integral, denoted by h, is given by 
j,$ = j pIP-~-(P+W4jz + p-]~+P-(P+w4 
z>o 
xI(A + $B) + BZ(-[y+B+(p+1”41dZ 
=\A+ $1 -[u+P+(p+l)/41 
/ 
z>~zp3-Y-(P+1)/4[z + zI~+P-(P+w4 
x) 1 + B’/2( A + ~~)-1R~i2z1-‘v+P+‘P+1”41 d’z. 
Note that in the determinant we can also replace (A + +B)-'B by B1/2( A + 
$3-'lw2. Put z = (I - V)_1/2U(Z - u)-1/2 * I+ z-1 = u-1 d 
pI-(P+u dZ = IUI-‘p+‘dU * dZ= II - UI-(p+l)dU and 0 < TJ < Z. 
Then 
h =lA + $I31 -IY+P+(p+l)/41 
I 
o<,</up-(P+')/4~z _ ~(Y-B-(P+w4 
+ _ [I _&/2(A + ~B)-1B'/2]U('y+~+'p+1"41d~. 
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Now, writing the integral as a gF1 by using Mathai (1993, p. 179), we have 
h=IA++B( -[y+P+(p+l)/41 




X i i 








P+l P+l -+p-~,- 
4 4 +t+p; 
P+l 
2 
+ y - cy; Z - Z?/‘( A + +B)-1ZI/2 
for 0 < Z - B1i2(A + iZ3-‘B1/’ < Z + 0 < i?‘/“(A + iB)-‘Z?1/2 < Z 
2 2 Bp1’2AB-‘/2 > I. Substituting back, one gamma is canceled, and we 
get (2.1). 
But note that 
j(A + +B) + BZj =/(A - ;B) + B(Z - Z)l 
= ~BJ~I -21/z + (B-~/~AB-~/~ - $z)(z +2)-l). 
Now the Z-integral, denoted by h, is given by 
h = IBI-[Y+fi+(P+1)/41 I pp-(P+1)/41z + Zja-Y-(P+w z>o 
+ + (B-‘/zAB-‘/” _ ;I)(1 + ~)~‘~~‘Y+~+‘P+1”4’dZ~ 
Put u = (I + z)-’ =, dZ = IuIp(p+l)dU, IZI = lUl~‘lZ - UI, II + ZI = 
IUI-‘, 0 < U < I. Then 
h = IBj-b’+P+(p+1)/41 
/ 
o<~~<,~U(Y-B-(P+l)/4~z _ UIP-NP+w4 
x II + GUI -[Y+P+(P+ 1)/41 du, 
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where C = B- ‘/‘ABe ‘I2 - +Z. Writing this integral by using Mathai (1993, 








for IIC(l < 1, Re(y - p) > (p - 3)/4, Re(p - (Y) > (p - 3)/4. Substitut- 
ing back, we get (2.2), observing that one gamma is canceled. ??
THEOREM 6. For T=T’>O, X=X’>O, Re h > (p-l)/& Re(p- 
a) > (p - 3)/4, Re(a + p) < (p - 3)/4, Re(a + p + A) < (p - 
3)/4, 
/ 














x ITI-a-(P+‘)/2e!trTw n+hJm* 
Proof. Substitute the integral representation for W,, ,(X). Then the 
left side = / 






Z>~.7J~-~-(?‘+‘)/41z + ZIa+P-(P+1)/4e-trXZdZdx 
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= 
rp =l+p-a) ( 4 
X 
/ 
o<~<~X’IP-“~“(“+l)/41~ _ Xl~-(f’+l)/2 
X 
/ 
Z>~Zl~-a-(rP+l)/41z + Zla+P~(IJ+l)/4e~t’XZdZdX. 
put 2 = X-1/“(,7x-‘/2 3 &’ = /XI- ( Pi I)” dU. The factors containing X 
are 1x1 -a-p-A-(p+1)/4 1~ _ J’[*~(P+~)/~Ix + u~~+P-(P+‘)/~ a& the fat_ 
tors containing u are IUIP-a-(p+‘)‘4e-trU. Take out ITI from (T - XI, and 
change to Y = T-‘/2XTp1/2 3 dX = (~l(~‘+“” dY, 0 < Y < I. Then the 
ITI- (p+l)/2 
left side = 
pfl+p-a 
4 
x~<y<~jL~>o\il~~“- P~A~(1J+‘)/4~z _ yp+w 
Change to V = Tp1/2UT-1/2 * dU = ITl(pc')'2 dV. Now the 
ITIP-a-(p+1)/4 
left side = 
x IvIh-(P+1)/4ly + vIU+P-(P+l)/le~tr7‘Vdvdy. 
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Put Y = (I + W)-’ = dY = )I + WJ-‘p+l)dW, W > 0. Then the 
left side = 
(77(P-+J+l)/4 
XII + (1 + W)Vla+P-(p+1)/41VIP-~-(P+1)/4e-trTVdvdw. 
Write II + (I + W>Vl = II + VI )I + (I + V-‘)-‘WI. Integrate out W by 
using a type-2 beta integral after making the change (I + V- ’ )-1/2W( Z + 
v-1)-1/2 = G for fixed V, to get 
I w>/wIA-( p+1)‘21 z + (I + v-yw 1 a+P-(p+1)‘4 dW 
for ReA>(p 
the 
( P+l rp<wp 4 - a-p--h = II + v-11” i 
rp p+l - 
i 4 a-P 1 
1)/2, ReC(p + 1)/4 - a-P-A]>(p-1)/2. Now 
left side = ITI -u-(~+1)/2+[P+(p+l)/41 
r&w, 4 - ( P+l ff-/3--h X 1 
rp p+l 
i i ( P+l 4 +P-~ rp --a-P 4 i 
X / 
p1P-a-h-(~+1)/4(~ + v(a+P+A-(p+1)/4e-trTVdv. 
v>o 
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But the V-integral can be written in terms of a Whittaker function. That is, 




+ p - a - A 
1 
e4tr’Wm+A,a(T). 
Substituting back, the result follows. ??
Theorems 1, 3, 4, 6 generalize the formulae 7.621(11), 7.623(5), 7.621(10), 
and 7.623(4) of Gradshteyn and Ryshik (1980). In 7.623(4) the factor e”” 
seems to be missing there. 
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